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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates to wireless communications and specifically, methods and systems for selecting
a wireless resource, or selecting a node and wireless resource combination for serving a device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many devices currently support different types of network interfaces and communications between the device
and various wireless networks. Some networks operate over a licensed wireless spectrum which is regulated and has
portions allocated to different entities in a geographic area. Such networks typically are operated by a carrier or network
service provider, may have access controls or service level agreements, and may require fees in order to receive services.
Other networks operate by devices sharing a range of unlicensed wireless spectrum. Such networks may or may not
have access controls or service level agreements, and typically do not require fees for wireless connections between
devices and a network access point. Although a device may use services from both types of networks across licensed
and unlicensed spectrum, these uses may not be seamless to a user, and configuration of the device by a user may be
required. Further, such access may not provide an efficient use of the available licensed and unlicensed wireless spec-
trum.
[0003] Various systems have been proposed in order to enable a device to access and receive services from a network
typically operated by a carrier or service provider over licensed frequencies, such as mobile or cellular communications
networks based on 5G, 4G, and Long Term Evolution (LTE) standards and related technologies, and at the same time
access and receive services from a network typically operating over unlicensed frequencies, such as wireless local area
network operating according to a standard such as IEEE 802.11 or WiFi™. Rather than simply offloading some data
communications to an unlicensed network, other systems aim to extend the benefits of a carrier-type air interface and
services provided for mobile or cellular networks over licensed spectrum to also provide the services over the unlicensed
spectrum. Such services and extensions must consider fair coexistence with other devices and networks relying on the
use and availability of unlicensed spectrum, as well as fair coexistence with other service providers or carriers also
extending communications into the unlicensed spectrum. These extended or assisted communications may be referred
to as licensed assisted access (LAA). Examples of such systems may be found in United States Patent Application Nos.
2015/0133057 A1, 2015/0133184 A1, 2014/0226505 A1, and 2010/0197317 A1.

SUMMARY

[0004] In one embodiment, the present application discloses a method for selection of an unlicensed wireless channel.
The method includes, for each of two or more unlicensed wireless channels available to a user device of a communications
network and available to one or more network nodes of the communications network, determining, by a control system
in the communications network, a signal quality level associated with the unlicensed wireless channel; obtaining, by the
control system in the communications network, a target time share parameter associated with the unlicensed wireless
channel; and obtaining, by the control system in the communications network, a first report of signal quality detected by
the user device for the unlicensed wireless channel. The method further includes obtaining, by the control system in the
communications network, received power measurements from the user device for at least one licensed wireless channel
over which the user device operates. The method further includes selecting, by the control system in the communications
network, an unlicensed wireless channel from the two or more unlicensed wireless channels for use as a carrier by the
user device, where the unlicensed wireless channel is selected based on a combined metric of the signal quality level
and the target time share parameter. In this method, each target time share parameter represents a time or fraction of
resources of a respective one of the two or more unlicensed wireless channels that is potentially available for use by a
respective one of the one or more network nodes. In this method the determining, by a control system in the communi-
cations network, the signal quality level associated with the unlicensed wireless channel is: obtaining a second report
of signal quality detected by one of the one or more network nodes for the unlicensed wireless channel, determining a
residual interference at the user device for the unlicensed wireless channel based on the first and second reports of
signal quality; and determining the signal quality level associated with the unlicensed wireless channel based on a ratio
of the received power measurement to the residual interference at the user device.
[0005] In one embodiment, the present application discloses a control system which includes a communications
interface; a processor; and one or more non-transitory computer readable media having computer readable instructions
stored thereon for transmitting and receiving data through the communications interface, the instructions, when executed
by the processor, direct the controller to, perform the above method.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Reference will now be made, by way of example, to the accompanying figures which show example embodiments
of the present application, and in which:

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating an example communications system in accordance with one implementation of the
present disclosure;

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating an example communications system in accordance with one implementation of the
present disclosure;

Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating an example communications system in accordance with one implementation of the
present disclosure;

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating a method in accordance with one implementation of the present disclosure;

Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating a user device in accordance with one implementation of the present disclosure;

Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating a network node in accordance with one implementation of the present
disclosure; and

Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating a controller in accordance with one implementation of the present disclosure.

[0007] Like reference numerals are used throughout the Figures to denote similar elements and features. While aspects
of the invention will be described in conjunction with the illustrated embodiments, it will be understood that it is not
intended to limit the invention to such embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0008] The present disclosure teaches methods, devices and systems to enable the use of unlicensed wireless chan-
nels by nodes and devices in a network, such as a mobile communications network, which primarily operates over
licensed wireless channels. This type of functionality may be referred to as license assisted access (LAA), wherein the
benefits of a carrier-type air interface and services provided for mobile networks over a licensed spectrum are extended
to also provide services over an unlicensed spectrum. Methods are described for selecting an unlicensed wireless
channel for use as a secondary carrier by the user device and for selecting a network node for supporting the secondary
carrier. In some existing implementations, selecting an unlicensed wireless channel involves detecting and avoiding
unlicensed wireless channels with strong signal levels from equipment in other networks which use those channels. The
method in the present application uses a network node in a mobile communications network which operates similarly
to equipment which typically operates over the unlicensed wireless channels and relies on collision avoidance and carrier
sensing functions. Collision avoidance and carrier sensing functions involve transmissions by one node or device being
preceded by a preamble or other signal which is sensed by other nodes or devices. These mechanisms trigger the other
nodes or devices to defer or delay transmissions over the unlicensed wireless channels in order to avoid a collision. As
a result, the selection of an unlicensed wireless channel or an unlicensed wireless channel and network node may be
based on an assumption that many of the potentially interfering signals from other equipment using the unlicensed
wireless channels will be blocked by the transmissions by the network node. The residual interference at the user device
from potentially interfering signals which are not blocked by the network node is determined for each potential unlicensed
wireless channel, or for each potential unlicensed wireless channel and potential network node, which may support the
secondary carrier. An estimated received signal quality level at the user device is determined based on the determined
residual interference. This signal quality level is combined with a duty cycle or time share factor, and the node and
channel pair having the best combined metric may be selected for supporting the secondary carrier. The duty cycle or
time share factor reflects the estimated data rate available for each potential channel, or channel and node pair, in light
of the requirement for sharing the unlicensed wireless channel resources with other equipment and/or networks. The
selection of the unlicensed wireless channel or the selection of the unlicensed wireless channel and network node pair
typically is made by the network node or a management or scheduling entity in the mobile communications network for
one or more user devices.
[0009] Figure 1 illustrates a communications system 100 comprising a number of different wireless networks 102, 104
which provide services to a plurality of user devices 110. The user device 110 is generally any device capable of providing
wireless communications such as a user equipment (UE), wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU), mobile station (MS),
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mobile terminal, smartphone, cellular telephone, or other wireless enabled computing or mobile device. The user device
110 includes one or more communications interfaces, described in further detail below, to enable the user device 110
to communicate with the networks 102, 104.
[0010] The wireless network 102 may operate according to one or more access technologies such as frequency
division multiple access (FDMA), single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA), orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA), or sparse code multiple
access (SCMA), and communications or interface standards including but not limited to fifth generation (5G) or fourth
generation (4G) telecommunications networks, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long-Term Evolution (LTE),
or 3GPP Long-Term Evolution advanced (LTE-A). The network 102 may provide services through one or more network
nodes 112. The network node 102 may be a base station (BS), evolved Node B (eNB), or other network interface which
functions as a wireless transmission and/or reception point for user devices 110 in the network 102.
[0011] Each network node 112 may be connected to a backhaul network which enables data to be exchanged between
the network nodes 112 and other remote networks, nodes, access points, and devices. The backhaul network may
include a controller 114 which performs network management, control, or scheduling functions, or a combination of such
functions, including the selection of channels and association of user devices 110 with a network node 112 as described
herein. The network nodes 112 may support communications with each user device 110 by establishing uplink and
downlink communications channels with each device 110. Communications in the network 102 may be unscheduled,
scheduled by one or more network nodes 112 or by a scheduling or management entity (not shown), or a mix of scheduled
and unscheduled communications.
[0012] The network nodes 112 may operate with different transmitting and receiving capabilities creating service areas
or cells of different sizes, which may be referred to as macro cells and small cells, micro cells, pico cells or femto cells.
Smaller cells may be serviced by a lower power network node (LPN). For illustration purposes, a macro-cell 130 and
small cell 132 are shown in Figure 1 with a low power network node 140 serving the small cell 132 and a network node
112 serving the macro-cell 130. One or more LPNs 132 may be connected through a wired backhaul connection (not
shown) to the network node 112 serving a macro-cell 130. Wireless communications with one or more user devices 110
thus may be supported over a range from a few metres to tens or hundreds of kilometres. As a result, the frequencies
used in the network 102 may be licensed or managed such that multiple networks 102 may coexist within a geographic
area. Typically, each network 102 is operated by a different entity, such as a carrier or service provider. In some
embodiments, the network 102 operates at frequencies in the range of 700 MHz to 2.6 GHz.
[0013] The wireless network 104 may be a wireless local area network (WLAN), such as a network operating according
to the IEEE 802.11 standard or WiFi™. Services are provided through one or more network access points 120. The
access point 120 may have a wired connection to a server (not shown) which enables data to be exchanged between
the access point 120 and other remote networks, nodes, access points, and devices (not shown). Each access point
120 may communicate with one or more user devices 110 within a range of a few metres and multiple access points
120 may be used to extend the coverage of the WLAN network 104. While shown as separate, it will be appreciated
that the user device 110 or another computer device (not shown) may also operate as an access point 120. Communi-
cations in the WLAN network 104 typically have restrictions on transmitter power and thus are local, typically extending
within a home, office, building or the like. The provision of such networks is unlicensed, meaning that permission from
a regulatory body is not required for a person or entity to operate a WLAN network 104, and an allocation of specific
frequencies to each network operator is not required. WLAN networks 104 may operate in frequency bands between
2.4 to 6.0 GHz.
[0014] Although they are unlicensed, WLAN networks 104 may be required to comply with operational restrictions,
such as limits on transmitter power, or support features required by a regulatory body in order to coexist and interoperate
with other WLAN networks 104 in a particular area. These features include, for example, carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA) protocols or "listen before talk" (LBT), meaning that the access point 120 attempts to sense the presence of
other access points 120 or devices 110 transmitting in the WLAN network 104 and waits for the transmissions by others
to end before the access point 120 attempts to send data. This provides one mechanism by which collisions in the
unscheduled communications in the network 104 may be avoided. Dynamic frequency selection (DFS) may be used in
order to improve shared use of the spectrum between the WLAN network 104 and other systems or apparatus (not
shown) operating in the same frequency band.
[0015] The user device 110 may send and receive data through each of the networks 102, 104 but the additional
communications in the WLAN network 104 over unlicensed spectrum may not be transparent to a user, may not be
managed, or may be difficult to manage and utilize by an operator of the network 102, and the available unlicensed
spectrum may be under-utilized. Various adaptations of channel or carrier aggregation (CA) mechanisms designed for
LTE and LTE-A networks have been proposed for use in integrating communications between user devices 110 and
network nodes 112, 140 over the licensed spectrum associated with networks 102, and communications between user
devices 110 and network nodes 112, 140 over the unlicensed spectrum, which also may be associated with one or more
WLAN networks 104. With carrier aggregation, two or more component carriers are combined to serve a user device
110 in order to increase the bandwidth for communications and/or improve the use of non-contiguous carriers.
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[0016] When UEs 110 communicate over both licensed and unlicensed frequencies, carrier aggregation mechanisms
involve the association of the user device 110 with a network node 112 so that the user device 110 is served by the
network node 112. The user device is further configured to communicate with the network node 112 on a first component
carrier (CC) as the primary component carrier (PCC) operating over a licensed frequency or channel. The combination
of the network node 112 and PCC may be referred to as the primary cell (PCELL). The user device 110 may also be
associated with a second network node 112, 140 and configured to communicate with the second network node 112,
140 on a secondary component carrier (SCC). The combination of the network node 112 and SCC may be referred to
as the secondary cell (SCELL). Additional SCCs and SCELLs also may be configured. Depending on the features
supported and performance of the network 104, the PCELL and SCELL(s) may be supported by the same network node
112, 140 or different network nodes 112, 140 which may be situated at different geographic locations. Thus, unlicensed
frequencies may be used by the network 102 and operated as secondary carriers along with and controlled by a primary
carrier. Due to transmit power limitations which may apply to the unlicensed spectrum, such as the spectrum associated
with WLAN network 104, the user device 110 is typically associated with one or more low power network nodes (LPN)
140 serving the secondary cells.
[0017] In existing systems, the association of a user device 110 with a particular LPN 140 for supporting communications
over an unlicensed wireless channel in a secondary cell has been achieved by selecting the same LPN 140 which
supports communications for the user device 110 over the licensed channel in the primary cell. The LPN 140 for the
primary cell may be selected, for example, based on the maximum received Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP)
in the licensed spectrum for the user device 110 in the primary cell. The selection of a particular carrier, frequency or
channel for use by the user device 110 in the unlicensed spectrum has been made randomly in some systems. In other
systems, a selection is made based on the channel with the least total power or energy detected from other sources
transmitting on that channel, regardless of the type of technology used to transmit signals. The determination of which
channel has the least total power or energy may be made by the LPN 140. Alternatively, a selection is made based on
the unlicensed channel with the least total power or energy as detected by the user device 110.
[0018] Embodiments of the present application will be described based on examples illustrated in Figures 2 and 3
which illustrate a network 102 and a number of unlicensed wireless channels, CH1 through CHN, which may be used
by the network 102 to support additional communications with the user device 110. The unlicensed wireless channels
CH1-CHN may support communications for other networks 104 and equipment 200. Equipment 200 may include access
points 120, as described above, and other user devices 110, whether mobile or stationary, which have a communications
interface and transmitter capable of operating in a network 104, such as a WLAN or WiFi network. Although reference
will be made to Figures 2 and 3 to discuss different signal strengths, distances or relationships between various apparatus,
the apparatus and locations or distances in Figure 2 are representative only and are not to scale. Figures 2 and 3 are
intended to illustrate that different apparatus may be configured to use, and may be actively transmitting data over,
various unlicensed wireless channels. To improve the clarity of the figures, the coverage areas of networks 104 are not
identified in Figures 2 and 3.
[0019] As illustrated in Figure 2, communications in the network 102 occur over one or more licensed wireless channels.
The network 102 may be operated by a service provider or operator OP-X. The user device 110 may be associated with
an LPN 140a which supports a primary component carrier (PCC) in a primary cell 230. A selected unlicensed wireless
channel may be configured as a secondary component carrier (SCC) in a secondary cell 232 which is supported by a
selected LPN 140b. Thus, the bandwidth available to the user device 110 may be increased and at the same time
managed or assisted by the operator OP-X of the network 102. Depending on the network 102, this license-assisted
access (LAA) may support additional communications though the SCC only in the downlink, referred to herein as LAA
supplemental downlink (LAA-SDL), or license-assisted access may support both uplink and downlink communications,
referred to herein as LAA carrier aggregation (LAA-CA).
[0020] The present application describes new methods for selecting an unlicensed wireless channel for use as the
secondary carrier by the user device 110 and for selecting the LPN 140 from among a number of potential LPNs 140
for association with the user device 110 and for serving the secondary carrier in the secondary cell 232. In some
embodiments, both the unlicensed wireless channel and the LPN 140 are selected, as described herein, and may be
selected jointly. For example, a selection may be made based on the potential LPN 140, and an unlicensed wireless
channel, having the best combined metric for serving the user device 110. In other embodiments, due to the features
and services supported by the network 102, the LPN 140 serving the secondary cell may be required to be the same
LPN 140 which is serving the primary cell over a licensed wireless channel. In this scenario, only the unlicensed wireless
channel is selected based on the best combined metric for the potential channels and that network node 140.
[0021] A method 400 according to one embodiment of the present application is illustrated in Figure 3 in which the
unlicensed wireless channel, or the unlicensed wireless channel and the LPN 140, are selected from the available
channels and potential LPNs 140 based on a signal quality level in combination with a target time share parameter for
each user device 110, potential LPN 140, and available channel combination. The method 400 may be performed by a
controller or management entity in the network 102, as described further below, which may be a separate component
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in the network 102, or part of a network node 112 or LPN 140. An overview of the method 400 is provided below, followed
by more detailed descriptions of certain aspects or variations of the method 400.
[0022] The method 400 includes determining a signal quality level at Action 410. The signal quality level may be
determined for the user device 110 for each potential LPN 140 and one or more unlicensed wireless channels available
for use by the user device 110 and that potential LPN 140. The available channels may include all possible channels in
the WLAN network 104 or a subset of the possible channels. The signal quality level represents an estimated signal
power at the user device 110 in light of residual interference which may exist at the user device 110 for each unlicensed
wireless channel and potential LPN 140 due to signals being transmitted in other networks 104. As described herein,
the residual interference is determined based on signals transmitted over an unlicensed wireless channel which are not
expected to be blocked or prevented by transmissions by the potential LPN 140 over that unlicensed wireless channel.
Thus, for each user device 110 and potential LPN 140, a total of N signal quality levels for N possible or candidate
unlicensed wireless channels may be determined. In some embodiments, the signal quality level also reflects interference
from other LPNs 140 and user devices 110 which are engaged in LAA communications over the unlicensed channels
in the network 102, or in other networks 102 controlled by other operators.
[0023] The target time share parameter is obtained at Action 412 for each LPN 140 potentially serving the user device
110 and each of the unlicensed wireless channels available for use by the user device 110 and that LPN 140. Thus, for
each potential LPN 140, a total of N target time share parameters may be determined. The target time share parameter
represents the time or fraction of resources available to the LPN 140 for use of the unlicensed wireless channel in order
to maintain a fair coexistence with the equipment 200 which also relies on the use of the unlicensed wireless channel.
In some embodiments, the time share parameter also reflects the requirements of other user devices 110 and LPNs
140 which are also configured to share the use of the same unlicensed wireless channel. The target time share parameter
may be a percentage or may be represented as a factor between 0 and 1, with 0.5 representing an even time or radio
resource share between the LPN 140 and other equipment 200 using a particular unlicensed wireless channel.
[0024] The target time share parameter and signal quality level may be combined at Action 414 and a metric determined
for each potential LPN and unlicensed wireless channel available to the user device 110. The metric may be determined
for each potential LPN 140, and for each channel available to each potential LPN 140. Thus, a potential LPN 140 and
available channel with a strong or high signal quality level may have a low metric due to having a low time share parameter.
The data rate achievable for the user device 110 over that potential LPN 140 and channel may be comparable to a
potential LPN 140 and available channel having a similar metric based on a weak or low signal quality level and a high
time share parameter.
[0025] Based on the metric of the combined signal quality level and the target time share parameter, an unlicensed
wireless channel and an LPN 140 are selected at Action 416. In one embodiment, the selected channel and LPN 140
are based on the channel and potential LPN 140 pair having the highest combined metric. Where the user device 110
is required by the network 102 to be associated with the same LPN 140 for the primary cell and for the secondary cell,
Action 416 includes selecting only the available channel at that LPN 140 having the highest combined metric of the
target time share parameter and signal quality level. When the signal quality level and time share parameter are combined
and considered for the selection of an unlicensed wireless channel, or the selection of both an unlicensed wireless
channel and an LPN 140, this enables an increased efficiency and fairness for the operation of the user device 110 over
the unlicensed wireless channel in order to improve the maximum achievable data rate at the user device 110. In some
embodiments, multiple or M pairs of LPNs 140 and channels may be selected for a user device 110 using the pairs
having the best or maximum metric values, or pairs having a metric value above a particular threshold. As described
below, once a pair is selected, an SCC may be configured at the user device 110 for potential use but remain idle until
activated. In one embodiment, the metric of the combined signal quality level and the target time share parameter is
determined for the upcoming window of time for all potential combinations or potential SCCs including an SCC currently
in use. If the LPN 140 and channel pair having the best combined metric is the pair currently in use, messages to
reconfigure the SCC are not required unless there is a change in the primary cell for the user device. In some embodiments,
if the metrics of the combined signal quality level and the target time share parameter associated with multiple LPNs
and channels are the same, priority may be given to the LPN 140 currently serving the user device in the primary cell,
or to the LPN 140 and channel on which the SCC is configured currently. Alternatively, where multiple combinations of
LPNs 140 and channels have the same metrics, or metrics within a particular range or threshold, a selection may be
made randomly.
[0026] If the method 400 is performed by a network node 112 in a macro-cell, or an LPN 140, the target time share
parameter may be obtained at Action 412 by receiving the target time share parameter from a network management or
control entity, such as the controller 114. Where the method 400 is performed by the controller 114, the target time share
parameter may be obtained from a determination made by the controller 114. The time share parameter may consist of
a duty cycle which is configured for each LPN 140, or for each unlicensed wireless channel at each LPN 140. In some
embodiments, the time share parameter may be updated or adjusted dynamically. The target time share parameter is
used in the network 102 in order to ensure a fair coexistence and use of the unlicensed spectrum. The time share
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parameter may impose a gating or duty cycle mechanism such that on any particular unlicensed channel, communications
for the network 102 share the wireless resources with other systems, such as the WLAN network 104, and/or another
network 102 operated by a different service provider. In some embodiments, the time share parameter represents the
percentage or proportion of time during which unlicensed wireless channels may be used by the network 102 and LPNs
140 and user devices 110.
[0027] One time share mechanism has been proposed for future or 5th generation (5G) networks, as described in co-
pending U.S. application No. 14/568,703, filed December 12, 2014 and entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR JOINT
COORDINATION AND COEXISTENCE IN UNLICENSED SPECTRUM, and co-pending U.S. application No.
14/568,743, filed December 12, 2014 and entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION OF A
TIME-DOMAIN FRAME STRUCTURE. The use of any given unlicensed channel is granted on a basis which achieves
an estimated or target proportion of use of the unlicensed channel, designated as a Soft Air Time share (SAT). The
proposed functionalities consider different time scales including an observation period on the order of minutes (Tobs); a
coordination period on the order of hundreds of milliseconds to thousands of milliseconds (Tcoord); and a Quality of
Service (QoS) optimized coexistence period on the order of milliseconds. If the LPN 140 is granted access to use an
unlicensed channel, a sequence of time-multiplexed coexistence frames may be dynamically configured based on QoS
requirements such that the overall target SAT share is achieved for a secondary cell on that unlicensed channel. In
further embodiments, one or more LPNs 140 may be associated in a temporary Radio Access Cluster (RAC) and
permission or access to use an unlicensed wireless channel is granted to and scheduled for the RAC in order to achieve
the overall target SAT.
[0028] The signal quality level described above may be determined at Action 410 in a number of ways. In some
embodiments, the signal quality level is determined based on passive sensing, measuring or monitoring of signals and
information over the unlicensed wireless channels obtained from both the potential LPN 140 and the user device 110.
The signal quality level may be determined based on reports of the signal quality and information obtained from the user
device 110 and the potential LPN 140. Where the Action 410 is performed by the potential LPN 140, the reports are
obtained from the signal quality and information determined by that potential LPN 140.
[0029] When coexisting with other networks 104 over the unlicensed wireless channels, the LPN 140 may be configured
to operate in some aspects similar to an access point 120 or other equipment 200. This enables the LPN 140 to block
or prevent transmissions by equipment 200 and avoid collisions with unscheduled communications over the unlicensed
channels. In essence, in order to coexist, the LPN 140 attempts to behave or appear as another WLAN network 104.
The LPN 140 may have carrier sensing functionality and precede a downlink transmission with a preamble signal which
is recognized in the network 104. This invokes physical carrier sensing and prevents transmissions by equipment 200
in the network 104. The LPN 140 may be capable of invoking virtual carrier sensing mechanisms, such as the WiFi
network allocation vector (NAV) which triggers equipment 200 in the network 104 to defer from accessing an unlicensed
wireless channel for a particular time period. When invoked prior to transmission from the LPN 140, the NAV mechanism
allows both uplink and downlink transmissions to occur for the user device 110 and LPN 140, which is suitable for LAA-
CA. The physical carrier sensing mechanism may be limited to enabling downlink transmissions from the LPN 140 for
LAA-SDL.
[0030] In some embodiments, both the LPNs 140 and the user device 110 are configured to passively sense, measure
or monitor the presence of beacons, reference signals, or signal preambles generated in networks 104 and transmitted
over the unlicensed wireless channels. For example, the LPN 140 may be configured to detect WiFi beacons and
preambles, including beacons and preambles above a carrier sensing threshold. This enables the LPN 140 to identify
equipment 200 operating in the network 104 and surrounding or detectable by the LPN 140, such as access points 120
in the vicinity of the LPN 140, their respective signal powers, and their served traffic or access categories (AC) per
unlicensed channel. This sensing may be conducted periodically, such as every Tcoord period. As a result, the LPN 140
may estimate its footprint on each available unlicensed wireless channel. The footprint consists of the potentially blocked
equipment 200, including access points 120, and impacted load if the LPN 140 transmits on that unlicensed wireless
channel using its nominal transmit power. The information gathered by each LPN 140 may be sent as an LPN carrier
sensing report (LPN CS report) to a network controller, or to a network node 112 for a macro-cell, for use in determining
the signal quality level and selecting a channel, or a channel and node, as described herein. In other embodiments, the
information gathered by an LPN 140 may be used by that LPN 140 for selecting a channel for use as the secondary
carrier associated with that LPN 140.
[0031] The user device 110 also may be configured to detect WiFi beacons and preambles, such as beacons and
preambles above a carrier sensing threshold. This enables the user device 110 to sense or measure and report information
about equipment 200, including access points 120, which may be in the vicinity of the user device 110. Such information
may include an equipment identifier and signal power for each unlicensed wireless channel. Although the information
from the user device 110 may include some of the same access points 120 and equipment 200 in the vicinity of a potential
LPN 140, it will be appreciated that depending on the location of the user device 110, it may encounter different trans-
missions over the unlicensed wireless channels, such as transmissions from hidden access points 120 in the network
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104. This sensing by the user device 110 also may be conducted periodically, such as every Tcoord period. The user
device 110 may provide a carrier sensing report (device CS report) to the network 104 in order to enable the selection
and optimization of selected unlicensed wireless channels and LPNs as described herein for serving the user device
110. The CS report may be transmitted by the user device 110 during uplink communications on its PCC for LAA-CA
or LAA-SDL communications. In other embodiments, the CS report may be transmitted by the user device 110 during
uplink communications on an established SCC over an unlicensed wireless channel for LAA-CA communications. In
some embodiments, the CS report is transmitted to the network 102 before the forthcoming frame or duty cycle period.
In some embodiments, as described below, the CS report may be generated by the user device 110 through the use of
a network interface in the device 110 which is configured to support communications over the WLAN network 104 and
thus already performs some carrier sensing functions. In other embodiments, the CS report may be generated by a
sensing module configured to support LAA over unlicensed wireless channels.
[0032] Based on the CS reports obtained from a potential LPN 140 and from the user device 110, a residual interference
at the user device 110 for each unlicensed wireless channel available to the user device 110 and that potential LPN 140
may be determined. The CS reports from the user device 110 may identify a first group of equipment sensed or measured
by the user device 110 over each of a number of unlicensed wireless channels. The CS information from the potential
LPN 140 may identify a second group of equipment sensed or measured by the potential LPN 140 over each of the
unlicensed wireless channels. In one embodiment, the identities of equipment 200 in each of the first and second sets
of equipment may be represented by a WiFi service set identification (SSID). Based on the assumption that any equipment
200 in the second group of equipment for a particular unlicensed wireless channel would be blocked by transmissions
by that potential LPN 140 over that channel, an estimated interference or residual interference is determined based on
any equipment 200 whose transmissions are not blocked. For reference herein, the term residual equipment is used to
signify any item of equipment 200 in the first group of equipment for that particular channel, as reported by the user
device 110, which is not present in the second group of equipment for that channel, as reported by the potential LPN
140. The residual interference thus represents the residual signals or noise expected from neighbouring equipment 200
in a WLAN network 104 which may impact communications over an unlicensed wireless channel at the user device 110.
The residual interference is denoted herein as IWLAN_residual and may be determined as the sum of interference from
each item of residual equipment for a particular channel and potential LPN 140 and user device 110.
[0033] In one embodiment, the signal quality level may be expressed as a ratio of the reference received power at the
user device 110 over the residual interference described above. The received power may consist of a reference signal
received power (RSRP) measurement which is determined and reported by the user device 110 to the network 102. In
one embodiment, prior to determining the signal quality level, the RSRP measurement may be adjusted to account for
frequency differences between the licensed wireless channel in the network 102 over which the measurement may be
made and the frequency of each potential unlicensed wireless channel which may be selected for the secondary carrier
for the user device 110. In other embodiments, the received power measurement is made by the user device 110 based
on signals received from one or more LPNs 140 over one or more of the unlicensed wireless channels. Similar to the
device CS reports described above, the received power measurements from the user device may be transmitted during
uplink communications on its PCC for LAA-CA, or LAA-SDL communications or during uplink communications on an
established SCC over an unlicensed wireless channel for LAA-CA communications.
[0034] In some embodiments, as noted above, one or more LPNs 140 may be part of a temporary Radio Access
Cluster (RAC) for a particular unlicensed wireless channel. The establishment of RACs may be used to manage and
coordinate transmissions in one or more networks 102 over the unlicensed wireless channels. One or more RACs may
be established for each unlicensed wireless channel, CH1-N as illustrated in Figure 3. For example, for wireless channel
CH1, RAC4 may consist of LPNs 140c, 140d and 140e; and RAC2 may consist of LPN 140b. For wireless channel CH2,
a separate RAC1 may consist of LPNs 140a and 140b. Depending on the selection of channel and LPN 140 chosen for
a secondary carrier for a user device 110, as described above, the selected LPN 140 may be added to an existing RAC
for the selected channel, or a new RAC may be formed for that LPN 140 and selected channel. Thus, for example, if
LPN 140b and CH1 are determined to be the optimum pair to serve the user device 110, a new RAC2 may be formed
for that channel and LPN. If an additional SCC is configured for the user device 110, a second optimum pair of LPN
140d and CH2 may be selected and the LPN 140d may join LPN 140e in RAC5.
[0035] The grouping of LPNs in one or more RACs may be taken into account when determining the target time share
parameters and signal quality levels described above. First, the target time share parameter may include a consideration
of the time or rate available to a RAC for a potential LPN 140 and unlicensed wireless channel. This reflects the fact
that the use of a selected unlicensed wireless channel for a secondary carrier for the user device 110 will be impacted
by the number of other LPNs 140 and SCCs which are part of the RAC. Where an LPN 140 is part of multiple RACs
and serving a user flow over the multiple channels for these RACs, the load of the user flow is also divided over the
multiple channels. In one embodiment, the target time share parameter may be expressed as: 
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with l representing the LPN index; n representing the channel index; and m representing the total number of unlicensed
channels used in the RAC. The load for a particular LPN 140 and channel (RACLoadl,n) is normalized over the number
of channels m in the RAC and the target time share parameter is determined as a percentage of this load plus the load
of the entire footprint (FootprintLoadl,n). Where the RAC consists of more than one LPN 140, the FootprintLoadl,n consists
of the load of the union set of individual LPNs 140. In one embodiment, the FootprintLoadl,n includes an estimation by
the LPN 140 of the load from the access points 120 or other equipment 200 operating over the unlicensed wireless
channel within the footprint area. The estimated load may be determined in a semi-static manner based on a measured
spectrum utilization of the sensed access points 120 or other equipment 200 within the footprint area. The FootprintLoadl,n
is multiplied by a factor of CoexAdj which represents a scaling factor. The CoexAdj is a factor used to adjust the target
time share parameter and emphasize or de-emphasize the blocked WLAN load when determining the target time share
parameter. The CoexAdj may be preconfigured and in some embodiments updated dynamically depending on conditions
or changes in the network 102. In one embodiment, where the user device 110 may be associated with an LPN 140
which currently is part of a RAC for the particular channel, determining the target time share parameter may include re-
determining this parameter based on the potential new load for the user device 110 versus the RAC footprint load.
[0036] When determining the signal quality level for one or more potential LPNs 140 which are part of an RAC, the
residual interference at the user device 110 may be determined taking into account the equipment 200 which is blocked
by any transmission by the RAC. As described above, signal measurements or CS reports from the user device 110
may identify a first group of equipment sensed, measured, or monitored by the user device 110 over each of a number
of unlicensed wireless channels. Signal measurements or CS reports from the LPNs 140 which are part of the RAC may
identify a third group of equipment sensed, measured, or monitored by the LPNs over each of a number of unlicensed
wireless channels. The residual equipment in this embodiment consists of any item of equipment 200 in the first group
of equipment for a particular unlicensed wireless channel, which is not present in the third group of equipment for that
particular unlicensed wireless channel. As in the previous embodiments, the residual interference represents the residual
signals or noise expected from neighbouring equipment 200 in a WLAN network 104 which may impact communications
over an unlicensed wireless channel at the user device 110. With the presence of a RAC, however, the signal quality
level and residual interference also take into consideration the potentially expanded footprint or area of the RAC with
multiple LPNs 140 which may block or prevent more equipment 200 from transmitting over the particular unlicensed
wireless channel.
[0037] The signal quality level may be expressed as: 

with: 

In the above equations, pmax represents the maximum spectral efficiency supported by the modulation and coding
scheme; Prx represents the received power, such as RSRP, for a particular LPN 140 and user device 110 denoted by
k; and IWLAN_residual represents the residual interference from one or more equipment 200, identified by index j, for a
particular channel n, user device 110 k and potential LPN 140, based on the footprint of the LPN 140 or a RAC as
described above.
[0038] As noted, the signal quality level also may include a noise parameter or measurement based on thermal noise
and background interference that is not identified by the user device 110 from other coexisting networks 102, 104 that
are managed by other network operators over the unlicensed wireless channels or from the same network 102 in which
the user device 110 is operating on a particular channel n.
[0039] In some embodiments, the signal quality level may reflect an additional source of interference noted as ILAA

above, for each RAC, channel and user device 110. This represents an estimated level of additional interference at the
user device 110 from neighbouring LPNs 140 already providing LAA services on a particular unlicensed wireless channel.
It will be appreciated that the determination of the additional interference due to LAA services and inclusion of this
parameter in determining the signal quality level is not limited to implementations with LPNs being part of a RAC for a
particular unlicensed wireless channel. In one embodiment, this LAA interference is determined based on measurements
of uplink sounding or reference signals sent over a PCC using a licensed channel in the network 102. Where LAA-CA
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is supported, the LAA interference may be determined based on uplink sounding or reference signals sent during the
uplink portion of the LAA-CA over an SCC which has already been established over an unlicensed wireless channel.
The measurements may be adjusted to account for frequency differences between the measurement channel and each
potential unlicensed wireless channel.
[0040] Together, the combined target time share parameter and signal quality level for a particular user device 110
(k), potential LPN 140 (l), and channel (n) may be expressed as: 

Thus, the optimum pairs of LPNs 140 and channels may be selected which have the highest load-based achievable
Soft AirTime share (SAT). The optimum pairs of LPNs 140 and channels also have the lowest residual interference from
any equipment 200 in one or more WLAN networks 104. As described above, the residual interference is estimated by
removing from consideration any equipment 200 which is expected to have its transmissions blocked by a transmission
over that resource pair. The optimum pair of LPN 140 and unlicensed wireless channel may be represented as: 

[0041] In a further embodiment, the combined metric for the potential LPN 140 and a particular unlicensed wireless
channel may include an additional factor in order to take into account load balancing among SCELLS configured for an
unlicensed wireless channel of different LAA LPNs 140. The optimization process may factor the existing load of the
candidate or potential LPN 140 or RAC as a bandwidth share parameter (BWshare). The revised metric may be expressed
as: 

The bandwidth share parameter upon adding the user device 110 would be proportional to the ratio of that user load to
the updated total load including the load of user device 110. For example, in the case of homogeneous data flows, the
updated total load would be the number of user devices 110 or Radio Network Temporary Identifiers (RNTIs) served by
the SCELL plus one. The bandwidth share would be thus expressed as the reciprocal of the updated total load. In the
case of heterogeneous data flows, the updated total load may be a weighted sum of required long term rates. The
bandwidth share would be thus proportional to the ratio of the required long term rate of user device 110 to the updated
total load. Thus, the load among LPNs serving one or more SCELLS over unlicensed wireless channels may be balanced
independently from the load balancing of the PCC over the licensed wireless channel. It will be appreciated that the SAT
and BWshare may be determined as absolute values or as relative weights or parameters.
[0042] In one embodiment, once an unlicensed wireless channel, or an unlicensed wireless channel and LPN 140,
are selected for use by the user device 110, the user device 110 is configured, but not activated, through signalling in
the network 102 to use the unlicensed wireless channel and the LPN 140. The selected unlicensed wireless channel
may be activated by further signalling, such as MAC layer signalling to the user device 110. For example, if a RAC is
granted access to the unlicensed wireless channel, the user device 110 may receive a command from its serving LPN
140 through communications over a licensed channel to activate the configured unlicensed channel. In some embodi-
ments, the user device 110 may receive a command to deactivate an unlicensed wireless channel based on, for example,
the traffic load for the user device 110, or due to a handover of the user device 110 from a source primary cell to a target
primary cell.
[0043] The method 400 to select an unlicensed wireless channel, or an unlicensed wireless channel and LPN 140
pair, may be triggered by a number of events including a user device 110 being handed over to a new network node
112 or LPN 140 and cell, or in response to a request to offload traffic for the user device 110 to an unlicensed wireless
channel. In one embodiment, once configured, or configured and activated, the selected unlicensed wireless channel
and selected node may be changed, or new selections may be determined, based on one or more triggers. For example,
where the user device 110 is mobile and moves or is handed over from a source primary cell to another cell or target
PCELL, the selection process may be repeated to determine a new selected unlicensed wireless channel, or new selected
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LPN 140 and unlicensed wireless channel. The selection process may be repeated periodically in order to adapt to and
reflect changes to the equipment 200 and networks 104 sharing the unlicensed wireless channels. In one embodiment,
the selection process is repeated for every coordination frame in the network. The selection process may also be repeated
upon a decision by the network 104 to offload traffic or communications for the user device 110 to the unlicensed wireless
channels.
[0044] In some embodiments, particularly where expected interference from neighbouring LPNs 140 supporting LAA
services over the same unlicensed wireless channel is included as part of the signal quality level, triggering the selection
process periodically for all user devices 110 may create a causality challenge, because it would require information
about interference from user devices 110 that have not yet been allocated resources. The metric of the combined signal
quality level and target time share parameter for a potential channel and node pair may be based initially on an approx-
imation of the number of other nodes which may select the particular unlicensed wireless channel. As a result, the starting
point or first user device 110 which is considered when determining the combined metric and may not receive the best
possible selected unlicensed wireless channel and network node because inaccurate or no LAA interference would be
considered for the potential network node and unlicensed wireless channels considered for the one or more selections
made for the first user device. The selected channel and node may be less optimal because the selection is based on
a less accurate approximation of the use of the selected channel by other nodes. Thus, different methods may be used
to ensure a randomly selected user device 110 and starting point among all user devices. Additionally, the combined
signal quality level and target time share parameter for multiple pairs of a potential LPN 140 and unlicensed wireless
channel for each user device 110 may not be determined consecutively. In one embodiment, a technique is introduced
to enable periodic triggering of the process with L representing the maximum number of LPNs 140 that a user device
110 may associate with, and the number of association and selection pairs (events) per user device 110 represented
by L x m (where m corresponds to the number of unlicensed channels used in the RAC as defined above). The metric
of the combined signal quality level and target time share parameter may be optimized sequentially for user devices
110 in a randomly interleaved manner. Thus, for K user devices 110, there may be a total of L x m x K events which
may be listed in a random sequence each time a new selection process is triggered, thus providing a causal LAA LPN
to LPN interference estimate.
[0045] Figure 5 illustrates a network node 500 according to an embodiment of the present application. The network
node 500 may include one or more processing devices 502, such as a processor, a microprocessor, an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), a dedicated logic circuitry, or combinations
thereof. The network node 500 may have a memory 504, and a communications interface 506 for sending and receiving
data to a backhaul network. The memory 504 may include a volatile or non-volatile memory (e.g., a flash memory, a
random access memory (RAM), and/or a read-only memory (ROM)). The memory 504 may consist of a transitory
computer readable media such as a RAM, a ROM, an erasable programmable ROM (EPROM), an electrically erasable
programmable ROM (EEPROM), a flash memory, a CD-ROM, or other portable memory storage. The memory 504 may
store instructions for execution by the processing device(s) 502, such as to carry out the present disclosure including
sending and receiving data to/from a user device 110, and to/from the backhaul network, as well as instructions for the
carrier aggregation methods described above for operation over licensed wireless channels, or a combination of licensed
wireless channels and unlicensed wireless channels. The memory 504 may include other software instructions, such
as for implementing an operating system and other applications/functions.
[0046] In one embodiment, the network node 500 includes a selection module 520 comprising instructions for imple-
menting and supporting the methods described above. In one embodiment, the network node 500 and selection module
520 are configured to carry out the functions of a control system 700, as described below, to support the selection of
unlicensed wireless channels for use as secondary carriers in the network 102, and to support the selection of a network
node, such as an LPN 140, for serving the carrier. In some embodiments, the network node 500 is an LPN 140 and is
configured to support a small cell and the selection of unlicensed wireless channels for one or more user devices 110
which are associated with the LPN 140. In other embodiments, the network node 500 is connected to a controller 114
in the backhaul network and the controller 114 determines the selection of nodes 500 and unlicensed wireless channels.
[0047] The network node 500 also includes a wireless communications interface 530 for communication with one or
more user devices 110, as represented in Figure 5 by a transmitter 532 and receiver 534 coupled to an antenna 536. It
will be appreciated that the functions of the wireless communications interface 530 may be carried out by different
transceiver or modem components including multiple transmitter, receiver and antenna components or arrays. Although
Figure 5 shows a single instance of each component, there may be multiple instances of each component in the network
node 500. The network node 500 and wireless communications interface 530 may be configured to sense, measure or
monitor the presence of beacons, reference signals, or signal preambles transmitted over multiple unlicensed wireless
channels and generate reports of these signals, as described herein, which may be used by the network node 500 for
the selection of a node and channel to support an SCC, or which may be sent to the controller 114. Depending on the
configuration of the network node 500, and in particular the configuration or capabilities of the wireless interface 530,
transmitter 532 and receiver 534, the network node 500 may be a low power node (LPN) 140 or a network node 112 in
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a macro-cell as described above.
[0048] Figure 6 illustrates a user device 600 according to an embodiment of the present application. As indicated
above, the user device 600 is generally any device capable of providing wireless communications to the network 102
such as a wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU), user equipment (UE), mobile station (MS), smartphone, cellular tele-
phone or other wireless enabled computing or mobile device. The user device 600 may include one or more processing
devices 602, such as a processor, a microprocessor, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-program-
mable gate array (FPGA), a dedicated logic circuitry, or combinations thereof. The user device 600 also may include a
memory 604, which may include a volatile or non-volatile memory (e.g., a flash memory, a random access memory
(RAM), and/or a read-only memory (ROM)). The memory 604 may consist of a transitory computer readable media such
as a RAM, a ROM, an erasable programmable ROM (EPROM), an electrically erasable programmable ROM (EEPROM),
a flash memory, a CD-ROM, or other portable memory storage. The memory 604 may store instructions for execution
by the processing device(s) 602, such as to carry out the present disclosure. The memory 604 may include other software
instructions, such as for implementing an operating system and other applications/functions. In one embodiment, the
user device 600 includes a user interface 608 which may include various inputs/outputs 610 such as a display, audio
input and output, keys, buttons, microphones or other inputs or outputs.
[0049] The user device 600 may include one or more network interfaces 620 for sending and receiving data over the
network 102. The network interface 620 may includes a wireless communications interface having a transmitter 622 and
receiver 624 coupled to an antenna 630. It will be appreciated that the functions of the network interface 620 and wireless
communications interface may be carried out by different transceiver or modem components including multiple trans-
mitter, receiver and antenna components or arrays. The one or more network interfaces 620 may be configured for wired
or wireless communication with a network, such as but not limited to, an intranet, the Internet, a P2P network, a WAN,
LAN and/or a cellular or mobile communications network such as a 5G, 4G, LTE or other network as noted above. The
network interface(s) 620 may include wired links (e.g., Ethernet cable) and/or wireless links (e.g., one or more antennas)
for intra-network and/or inter-network communications. The network interface(s) 620 may be configured for sending and
receiving data to other user devices 110, access points 120, network nodes 112, 140, 500 in the networks 102, 104.
[0050] In some embodiments, the user device 600 is configured to sense, measure or monitor signals present in the
unlicensed wireless channels and generate and transmit reports of this information to the network 102. These functions
may be performed by the network interface 620, or by the network interface 620 and execution by the processing device
602 of a set of software instructions, as represented by the sensing module 640. In some embodiments, the user device
600 is configured to detect beacons or preambles, such as WiFi beacons or preambles above a carrier sensing threshold.
The user device 600 may provide a report of this information to the network 102 through the network node 112, LPN
140 or network node 500 as part of its reporting at the radio resource control (RRC) level. The report may include
information such as signal powers and identifiers associated with equipment 200 which may be transmitting over an
unlicensed wireless channel. Based on this information, which represents the equipment 200 in the vicinity of the user
device 600, a signal quality level may be determined by the controller 114, network node 112, or LPN 140 as described
above. The user device 600 also may be configured to measure and generate reports of the strength of one or more
downlink reference signals. These measurements and reports may be made based on reference signals received by
the device 600 from one or more LPNs 140 over one or more licensed wireless channels, one or more unlicensed
wireless channels, or a combination of these channels.
[0051] Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram of a control system 700 in a network 102 to further illustrate the method
400 and embodiments described in the present application, including the integration of these functions with RRC elements
in the network 102. The control system 500 may be incorporated as part of the network node 500, which is illustrated
in Figure 6 and described below, either as an LPN 140, or a network node 112 in a macro-cell. In other embodiments,
the control system 700 is part of an apparatus in the backhaul network such as the controller 114. In one embodiment,
the control system 700 is part of a central spectrum management controller (CSMC) which is configured to perform the
selection of unlicensed wireless channels and LPNs 140 as described herein, along with other functions to support
license-assisted access for 5G networks. While different blocks or functions are illustrated in Figure 7, it will be appreciated
that the method 400 could be implemented by the control system 700 by various processing devices and hardware
components and execution of instructions or modules of instructions stored in a memory.
[0052] The network 102 shown in Figure 7 is similar to Figure 3 with five LPNs 140a-140e, which may potentially serve
the user device 600, operating over licensed wireless channels managed by an operator, OP-X. While only one user
device 600 and five LPNs 140 are shown, it will be appreciated that the methods and systems described herein apply
to the selection of multiple channels and LPNs for multiple user devices 600 in the network 102. Each of the LPNs 140a-
140e is configured to sense, measure or monitor signals in one or more unlicensed wireless channels CH1-CHN as
described above and indicated by the dashed-line arrows between CH1-CHN and each LPN 140a-140e. Each of the
LPNs 140a-140e may send reports, such as LPN CS Reports, of any information gathered or generated regarding these
channels and signals to the control system 700, as indicated by the dashed and dotted lines in the figure. Each of the
LPNs 140a-140e also may send reports regarding the measurement of uplink sounding or reference signals. The user
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device 600 also is configured to generate reports regarding the measured power of signals received over licensed
wireless channels in the network 102, such as RSRP measurements. The user device 110 also may conduct measure-
ments of signals received over one or more unlicensed wireless channels, including RSRP, through its network interface
620 or sensing module 640. These reports may be sent to the LPN 140b over a PCC as shown. In some embodiments
as described above, these reports may be sent over an SCC which has been previously established over an unlicensed
wireless channel which supports uplink communications, such as the SCC established between the user device 600
and the LPN 140a.
[0053] In the control system 700, the metric optimization block 710 represents the determination of the combined
signal quality level and target time share parameter metric. The unlicensed wireless channel and LPN 140 having the
best or maximum combined metric, may be selected and configured for supporting LAA services through an SCC for
the user device 600. The selected channel and LPN information may be stored in a memory, as represented by the
channel selection and RAC information block 720. In order to determine the signal quality level, a residual interference
at the user device 600 for each potential LPN 140a-140e and unlicensed wireless channel is determined or estimated
(block 730) based on reports of signals detected on the unlicensed wireless channels by the user device 600 and each
potential LPN 140a-140e. The signal quality level is determined by the metric optimization block 710 based on this
residual interference and received power or RSRP reports received from the user device 600. The received power
measurements from the user device 600 may be adjusted to account for differences in carrier frequencies (block 740).
[0054] The target time share parameter is obtained or determined (block 750) and provided to the metric optimization
block 710. As described above, where the control system 700 is part of a controller 114, the target time share parameter
may be determined by the controller 114. Where the control system 700 is part of a network node 112 or LPN 140, the
target time share parameter may be received by the node from a controller 114 or other network management entity. In
some embodiments, the target time share parameter is preconfigured or updated dynamically. Where the network 102
supports the creation of RACs, the target time share parameter may be determined at block 750 based on the RACs
which have been configured for an unlicensed channel as well as a coexistence factor which may be changed to
emphasize or de-emphasize the blocked WLAN when determine the target time share parameter.
[0055] Where the network 102 supports the creation of RACs, the RAC footprint for each unlicensed wireless channel
is defined (block 760) and used in determining the residual interference at the user device 600 in block 730, as described
above. To estimate any additional interference at the user device due to neighbouring LPNs 140 or other networks 102
providing LAA services over the unlicensed wireless channels, an additional interference level may be determined (block
770). This determination may be made based on the measured uplink reference signals (block 780) which have been
adjusted to account for differences in carrier frequencies (block 740). This determination of additional LAA interference
is also made based on the information from the channel selection and RAC information block 720 which indicates which
channels have been selected and configured as part of each RAC. Thus, as the channel selections and RACs are
reconfigured or optimized, either periodically or as network load or device handovers require, the estimated LAA inter-
ference is updated accordingly. This additional interference is combined with the residual interference encountered by
the user device 600 due to signals in the unlicensed wireless channels, such as WLAN or WiFi signals, to determine
the signal quality level in the metric optimization block.
[0056] Once a selection of an unlicensed wireless channel and an LPN 140 have been determined, configuration
messages may be generated to add, reconfigure and release the secondary cells and to provide the secondary cell
identification number. As described above, the user device 600 may be configured through MAC layer signalling to
establish and later activate the secondary carriers.
[0057] The present disclosure provides certain example algorithms and calculations for implementing examples of the
disclosed methods and systems. However, the present disclosure is not bound by any particular algorithm or calculation.
[0058] Although the present disclosure describes methods and processes with steps in a certain order, one or more
steps of the methods and processes may be omitted or altered as appropriate. One or more steps may take place in an
order other than that in which they are described, or simultaneously, as appropriate.
[0059] Through the descriptions of the preceding embodiments, the present invention may be implemented by using
hardware only, or by using software and a necessary universal hardware platform, or by a combination of hardware and
software. Based on such understandings, the technical solution of the present invention may be embodied in the form
of a software product. The software product may be stored in a non-volatile or non-transitory storage medium, which
can be a compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM), USB flash drive, or a hard disk. The software product includes a
number of instructions that enable a computer device (personal computer, server, or network device) to execute the
methods provided in the embodiments of the present invention.
[0060] Although the present invention and its advantages have been described in detail, it should be understood that
various changes, substitutions and alterations can be made herein without departing from the invention as defined by
the appended claims.
[0061] Moreover, the scope of the present application is not intended to be limited to the particular embodiments of
the process, machine, manufacture, composition of matter, means, methods and steps described in the specification.
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As one of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate from the disclosure of the present invention, processes, machines,
manufacture, compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps, presently existing or later to be developed, that perform
substantially the same function or achieve substantially the same result as the corresponding embodiments described
herein may be utilized according to the present invention. Accordingly, the appended claims are intended to include
within their scope such processes, machines, manufacture, compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps.

Claims

1. A method for selection of an unlicensed wireless channel, comprising:

for each of two or more unlicensed wireless channels available to a user device of a communications network
and available to one or more network nodes of the communications network,

determining (410), by a control system in the communications network, a signal quality level associated
with the unlicensed wireless channel;
obtaining (412), by the control system in the communications network, a target time share parameter as-
sociated with the unlicensed wireless channel; and
obtaining, by the control system in the communications network, a first report of signal quality detected by
the user device for the unlicensed wireless channel;

obtaining, by the control system in the communications network, received power measurements from the user
device for at least one licensed wireless channel over which the user device operates; and
selecting (416), by the control system in the communications network, an unlicensed wireless channel from the
two or more unlicensed wireless channels for use as a carrier by the user device, the unlicensed wireless
channel being selected based on a combined metric of the signal quality level and the target time share parameter,
wherein each target time share parameter represents a time or fraction of resources of a respective one of the
two or more unlicensed wireless channels that is potentially available for use by a respective one of the one or
more network nodes, and
wherein the determining, by the control system in the communications network, the signal quality level associated
with the unlicensed wireless channel is characterized by:

obtaining a second report of signal quality detected by one of the one or more network nodes for the
unlicensed wireless channel;
determining a residual interference at the user device for the unlicensed wireless channel based on the
first and second reports of signal quality; and
determining the signal quality level associated with the unlicensed wireless channel based on a ratio of the
received power measurement to the residual interference at the user device.

2. The method of claim 1,

wherein obtaining the first report of signal quality detected by the user device comprises obtaining a first report
of a signal power and an equipment identifier for each signal detected by the user device over the two or more
unlicensed wireless channels at or above a carrier sensing threshold, wherein equipment associated with the
equipment identifiers detected by the user device comprise a first group of equipment;
wherein obtaining the second report of signal quality detected by the one of the one or more network nodes
comprises obtaining a second report of a signal power and an equipment identifier for each signal detected by
the one of the one or more network nodes over the two or more unlicensed wireless channels at or above a
carrier sensing threshold, wherein equipment associated with the equipment identifiers detected by the one of
the one or more network nodes comprise a second group of equipment; and
wherein determining the residual interference at the user device for each of the two or more unlicensed wireless
channels based on the first and second reports of signal quality comprises determining an interference level
from residual equipment in the first group of the equipment which are not present in the second group of the
equipment.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the equipment comprises any combination of wireless local area network,
WLAN, access points or WLAN capable transmitters, and wherein the associated equipment identifiers comprise
service set identifiers, SSID.
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4. The method of any one of claims 2 to 3,wherein the two or more network nodes are associated in a radio access
cluster, RAC, for scheduling communications over a particular unlicensed wireless channel, wherein equipment
associated with the equipment identifiers detected by each network node in the RAC comprise a third group of
equipment, and wherein determining the residual interference at the user device for each of the two or more network
nodes and the particular unlicensed wireless channel comprises determining the interference level from the residual
equipment in the first group of equipment which is not present in the third group of equipment.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising determining, by the control system in the communications network, an
additional interference level from one or more RACs configured to use the two or more unlicensed wireless channels
and wherein determining the signal quality level associated with each of the two or more unlicensed wireless channels
available to the user device and to the two or more network nodes comprises determining the ratio of the received
power measurement to a sum of the residual interference level and the additional interference level at the user device.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the additional interference level is determined based on uplink sounding signals
sent by the user device over the at least one licensed channel and adjusted to account for differences in frequency
between the at least one licensed wireless channel and the two or more unlicensed wireless channels, or wherein
the additional interference level is determined based on uplink sounding signals sent by the user device over the
two or more unlicensed wireless channels.

7. The method of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the received power measurements from the user device comprise
reference signal received power, RSRP, measurements obtained over the at least one licensed wireless channel
and adjusted to account for differences in frequency between the at least one licensed wireless channel over which
the RSRP measurements are received and the two or more unlicensed wireless channels.

8. The method of any one of claims 1 to 7,wherein the one or more network nodes comprises one network node serving
the user device on a primary component carrier operating over a licensed wireless channel, and wherein the one
network node serves the user device on a secondary component carrier operating over the selected unlicensed
wireless channel.

9. The method of any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the unlicensed wireless channels are channels for a wireless local
area, WLAN, network or a WiFi™ network.

10. The method of any one of claims 1 to 9, further comprising jointly selecting, by the control system in the communi-
cations network, the unlicensed wireless channel and a network node for serving the user device, the unlicensed
wireless channel and the network node being jointly selected based on the signal quality level and the target time
share parameter.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising

for the one or more network nodes,
determining, by the control system in the communications network, a frequency bandwidth share parameter
associated with the network node and the two or more unlicensed wireless channels available to the user device
and to the network node; and
wherein the selected unlicensed wireless channel and the selected network node are selected based on the
signal quality level, the target time share parameter and the frequency bandwidth share parameter.

12. The method of any one of claims 10 to 11, wherein the selected network node serves the user device on a secondary
component carrier operating over the selected unlicensed wireless channel, and wherein a different network node
serves the user device on a primary component carrier operating over a licensed wireless channel.

13. A control system comprising:

a communications interface (506);
a processor (502); and
one or more non-transitory computer readable media (504) having computer readable instructions stored thereon
for transmitting and receiving data through the communications interface, the instructions, when executed by
the processor, direct the controller to implement steps in a method in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 12.
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Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Auswahl eines unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanals, welches umfasst:

für jeden von zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanälen, die für eine Benutzervorrichtung eines Kom-
munikationsnetzes verfügbar sind und für einen oder mehrere Netzknoten des Kommunikationsnetzes verfügbar
sind,
Bestimmen (410), durch ein Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, eines Niveaus der Signalqualität,
das dem unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal zugeordnet ist;
Gewinnen (412), durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, eines Ziel-Zeitaufteilungsparame-
ters, der dem unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal zugeordnet ist; und
Gewinnen, durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, eines ersten Berichts über die Signal-
qualität, die von der Benutzervorrichtung für den unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal erkannt wird;
Gewinnen, durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, von Messwerten der empfangenen Leis-
tung von der Benutzervorrichtung für wenigstens einen lizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal, über welchen die Benut-
zervorrichtung operiert; und
Auswählen (416), durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, eines unlizenzierten drahtlosen
Kanals aus den zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanälen zur Verwendung durch die Benutzervorrich-
tung als Träger, wobei der unlizenzierte drahtlose Kanal basierend auf einer kombinierten Metrik des Niveaus
der Signalqualität und des Ziel-Zeitaufteilungsparameters ausgewählt wird,
wobei jeder Ziel-Zeitaufteilungsparameter eine Zeit oder einen Ressourcenanteil eines jeweiligen der zwei oder
mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle repräsentiert, welche bzw. welcher für eine Verwendung durch einen
jeweiligen des einen oder der mehreren Netzknoten potentiell verfügbar ist, und
wobei das Bestimmen, durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, des Niveaus der Signalqua-
lität, das dem unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal zugeordnet ist, gekennzeichnet ist durch:

Gewinnen eines zweiten Berichts über die Signalqualität, die von einem des einen oder der mehreren
Netzknoten für den unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal erkannt wird;
Bestimmen einer Restinterferenz an der Benutzervorrichtung für den unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal ba-
sierend auf dem ersten und zweiten Bericht über die Signalqualität; und
Bestimmen des Niveaus der Signalqualität, das dem unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal zugeordnet ist, ba-
sierend auf einem Verhältnis des Messwertes der empfangenen Leistung zu der Restinterferenz an der
Benutzervorrichtung.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Gewinnen des ersten Berichts über die Signalqualität, die von der Benutzervorrichtung erkannt wird, das
Gewinnen eines ersten Berichts über eine Signalleistung und einer Einrichtungskennung für jedes von der Benut-
zervorrichtung erkannte Signal über die zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle an oder über einem
Trägererfassungsschwellenwert umfasst, wobei Einrichtungen, die den von der Benutzervorrichtung erkannten Ein-
richtungskennungen zugeordnet sind, eine erste Gruppe von Einrichtungen bilden;
wobei das Gewinnen des zweiten Berichts über die Signalqualität, die von dem einen des einen oder der mehreren
Netzknoten erkannt wird, das Gewinnen eines zweiten Berichts über eine Signalleistung und einer Einrichtungs-
kennung für jedes von dem einen des einen oder der mehreren Netzknoten erkannte Signal über die zwei oder
mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle an oder über einem Trägererfassungsschwellenwert umfasst, wobei Ein-
richtungen, die den von dem einen des einen oder der mehreren Netzknoten erkannten Einrichtungskennungen
zugeordnet sind, eine zweite Gruppe von Einrichtungen umfassen; und
wobei das Bestimmen der Restinterferenz an der Benutzervorrichtung für jeden der zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten
drahtlosen Kanäle basierend auf dem ersten und zweiten Bericht über die Signalqualität das Bestimmen eines
Interferenzniveaus aus restlichen Einrichtungen in der ersten Gruppe der Einrichtungen, welche nicht in der zweiten
Gruppe der Einrichtungen vorhanden sind, umfasst.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Einrichtungen eine beliebige Kombination von Zugangspunkten eines draht-
losen lokalen Netzwerks (Wireless Local Area Network, WLAN) oder WLAN-fähigen Sendern umfasst und wobei
die zugeordneten Einrichtungskennungen "Service-Set"-Kennungen (Service Set Identifiers, SSID) umfassen.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 3, wobei die zwei oder mehr Netzknoten in einem "Radio Access Cluster",
RAC, zum Planen von Kommunikationen über einen bestimmten unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal einander zuge-
ordnet sind, wobei Einrichtungen, die den Einrichtungskennungen zugeordnet sind, die von jedem Netzknoten in
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dem RAC erkannt werden, eine dritte Gruppe von Einrichtungen bilden, und wobei das Bestimmen der Restinter-
ferenz an der Benutzervorrichtung für jeden der zwei oder mehr Netzknoten und den bestimmten unlizenzierten
drahtlosen Kanal das Bestimmen des Interferenzniveaus aus den restlichen Einrichtungen in der ersten Gruppe
der Einrichtungen, welche nicht in der dritten Gruppe der Einrichtungen vorhanden sind, umfasst.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, welches ferner das Bestimmen, durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikati-
onsnetz, eines zusätzlichen Interferenzniveaus aus einem oder mehreren RAC umfasst, die dafür ausgelegt sind,
die zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle zu verwenden, und wobei das Bestimmen des Niveaus der
Signalqualität, das jedem der zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle zugeordnet ist, die für die Benut-
zervorrichtung und die zwei oder mehr Netzknoten verfügbar sind, das Bestimmen des Verhältnisses des Messwertes
der empfangenen Leistung zu einer Summe des Restinterferenzniveaus und des zusätzlichen Interferenzniveaus
an der Benutzervorrichtung umfasst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei das zusätzliche Interferenzniveau basierend auf "Uplink"-Sondierungssignalen
bestimmt wird, die von der Benutzervorrichtung über den wenigstens einen lizenzierten Kanal gesendet werden
und angepasst werden, um Frequenzunterschiede zwischen dem wenigstens einen lizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal
und den zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanälen zu berücksichtigen, oder wobei das zusätzliche Inter-
ferenzniveau basierend auf "Uplink"-Sondierungssignalen bestimmt wird, die von der Benutzervorrichtung über die
zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle gesendet werden.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die Messwerte der empfangenen Leistung von der Benutzer-
vorrichtung Messwerte der empfangenen Leistung des Referenzsignals (Reference Signal Received Power, RSRP)
umfassen, die über den wenigstens einen lizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal gewonnen werden und angepasst werden,
um Frequenzunterschiede zwischen dem wenigstens einen lizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal, über welchen die RSRP-
Messwerte empfangen werden, und den zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanälen zu berücksichtigen.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei der eine oder die mehreren Netzknoten einen Netzknoten
umfassen, der die Benutzervorrichtung auf einem "Primary Component Carrier" bedient, der über einen lizenzierten
drahtlosen Kanal operiert, und wobei der eine Netzknoten die Benutzervorrichtung auf einem "Secondary Component
Carrier" bedient, der über den ausgewählten unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal operiert.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei die unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanäle Kanäle für ein drahtloses
lokales Netz (Wireless Local Area Network, WLAN) oder ein WiFi™-Netz sind.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, welches ferner das gemeinsame Auswählen, durch das Steuerungs-
system in dem Kommunikationsnetz, des unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanals und eines Netzknotens zum Bedienen
der Benutzervorrichtung umfasst, wobei der unlizenzierte drahtlose Kanal und der Netzknoten basierend auf dem
Niveau der Signalqualität und dem Ziel-Zeitaufteilungsparameter gemeinsam ausgewählt werden.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, welches ferner umfasst,
für den einen oder die mehreren Netzknoten,
Bestimmen, durch das Steuerungssystem in dem Kommunikationsnetz, eines Frequenzbandbreiten-Aufteilungs-
parameters, der dem Netzknoten und den zwei oder mehr unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanälen, die für die Benutzer-
vorrichtung und den Netzknoten verfügbar sind, zugeordnet ist; und
wobei der ausgewählte unlizenzierte drahtlose Kanal und der ausgewählte Netzknoten basierend auf dem Niveau
der Signalqualität, dem Ziel-Zeitaufteilungsparameter und dem Frequenzbandbreiten-Aufteilungsparameter ausge-
wählt werden.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 11, wobei der ausgewählte Netzknoten die Benutzervorrichtung auf
einem "Secondary Component Carrier" bedient, der über den ausgewählten unlizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal operiert,
und wobei ein anderer Netzknoten die Benutzervorrichtung auf einem "Primary Component Carrier" bedient, der
über einen lizenzierten drahtlosen Kanal operiert.

13. Steuerungssystem, welches umfasst:

eine Kommunikationsschnittstelle (506);
einen Prozessor (502); und
ein oder mehrere nichtflüchtige computerlesbare Medien (504), die auf ihnen gespeicherte computerlesbare
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Anweisungen zum Senden und Empfangen von Daten über die Kommunikationsschnittstelle aufweisen, wobei
die Anweisungen, wenn sie von dem Prozessor ausgeführt werden, die Steuereinheit veranlassen, Schritte in
einem Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12 auszuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de sélection d’un canal sans fil hors licence, comportant :

pour chaque canal parmi au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence disponibles pour un dispositif d’utilisateur
d’un réseau de communications et disponibles pour un ou plusieurs nœuds de réseau du réseau de commu-
nications,
faire déterminer (410), par un système de commande dans le réseau de communications, un niveau de qualité
de signal associé au canal sans fil hors licence ;
faire obtenir (412), par le système de commande dans le réseau de communications, un paramètre cible de
partage temporel associé au canal sans fil hors licence ; et
faire obtenir, par le système de commande dans le réseau de communications, un premier compte rendu de
qualité de signal détectée par le dispositif d’utilisateur pour le canal sans fil hors licence ;
faire obtenir, par le système de commande dans le réseau de communications, des mesures de puissance
reçue en provenance du dispositif d’utilisateur pour au moins un canal sans fil sous licence sur lequel le dispositif
d’utilisateur fonctionne ; et
faire sélectionner (416), par le système de commande dans le réseau de communications, un canal sans fil
hors licence parmi les au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence pour une utilisation en tant que porteuse par
le dispositif d’utilisateur, le canal sans fil hors licence étant sélectionné d’après une métrique combinée du
niveau de qualité de signal et du paramètre cible de partage temporel,
chaque paramètre cible de partage temporel représentant un temps ou une fraction de ressources d’un canal
respectif parmi les au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence qui est potentiellement disponible pour une
utilisation par un nœud respectif parmi le ou les nœuds de réseau, et
la détermination, par le système de commande dans le réseau de communications, du niveau de qualité de
signal associé au canal sans fil hors licence étant caractérisée par les étapes consistant à :

obtenir un deuxième compte rendu de qualité de signal détectée par le nœud ou un des nœuds de réseau
pour le canal sans fil hors licence ;
déterminer un brouillage résiduel au dispositif d’utilisateur pour le canal sans fil hors licence d’après les
premier et deuxième comptes rendus de qualité de signal ; et
déterminer le niveau de qualité de signal associé au canal sans fil hors licence d’après un rapport de la
mesure de puissance reçue au brouillage résiduel au dispositif d’utilisateur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1,
l’obtention du premier compte rendu de qualité de signal détectée par le dispositif d’utilisateur comportant l’obtention
d’un premier compte rendu d’une puissance de signal et d’un identifiant d’équipement pour chaque signal détecté
par le dispositif d’utilisateur sur les au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence au niveau ou au-dessus d’un seuil
de détection de porteuses, des équipements associés aux identifiants d’équipements détectés par le dispositif
d’utilisateur constituant un premier groupe d’équipements ;
l’obtention du deuxième compte rendu de qualité de signal détectée par le nœud parmi le ou les nœuds de réseau
comportant l’obtention d’un deuxième compte rendu d’un puissance de signal et d’un identifiant d’équipement pour
chaque signal détecté par le nœud parmi le ou les nœuds de réseau sur les au moins deux canaux sans fil hors
licence au niveau ou au-dessus d’un seuil de détection de porteuses, des équipements associés aux identifiants
d’équipements détectés par le nœud parmi le ou les nœuds de réseau constituant un deuxième groupe
d’équipements ; et
la détermination du brouillage résiduel au dispositif d’utilisateur pour chacun des au moins deux canaux sans fil
hors licence d’après les premier et deuxième comptes rendus de qualité de signal comporte la détermination d’un
niveau de brouillage provenant d’équipements résiduels dans le premier groupe des équipements qui ne sont pas
présents dans le deuxième groupe des équipements.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, les équipements comportant une combinaison quelconque de points d’accès de
réseau local sans fil, WLAN, ou émetteurs compatibles avec un WLAN, et les identifiants d’équipements associés
comportant des identifiants d’ensembles de services, SSID.
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4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2 à 3, les au moins deux nœuds de réseau étant associés dans
une grappe d’accès radio, RAC, pour programmer des communications sur un canal sans fil hors licence particulier,
des équipements associés aux identifiants d’équipements détectés par chaque nœud de réseau dans la RAC
constituant un troisième groupe d’équipements, et la détermination du brouillage résiduel au dispositif d’utilisateur
pour chacun des au moins deux nœuds de réseau et le canal sans fil hors licence particulier comportant la déter-
mination du niveau de brouillage provenant des équipements résiduels dans le premier groupe d’équipements qui
ne sont pas présents dans le troisième groupe d’équipements.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, comportant en outre la détermination, par le système de commande dans le
réseau de communications, d’un niveau de brouillage supplémentaire provenant d’une ou plusieurs RAC configurées
pour utiliser les au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence et la détermination du niveau de qualité de signal associé
à chacun des au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence disponibles pour le dispositif d’utilisateur et les au moins
deux nœuds de réseau comportant la détermination du rapport de la mesure de puissance reçue à une somme du
niveau de brouillage résiduel et du niveau de brouillage supplémentaire au dispositif d’utilisateur.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, le niveau de brouillage supplémentaire étant déterminé d’après des signaux de
sondage en liaison montante émis par le dispositif d’utilisateur sur le canal ou les canaux sous licence et ajusté
pour tenir compte de différences de fréquence entre le canal ou les canaux sans fil sous licence et les au moins
deux canaux sans fil hors licence, ou le niveau de brouillage supplémentaire étant déterminé d’après des signaux
de sondage en liaison montante émis par le dispositif d’utilisateur sur les au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, les mesures de puissance reçue en provenance du
dispositif d’utilisateur comportant des mesures de puissance reçue de signal de référence, RSRP, obtenues sur le
canal ou les canaux sans fil sous licence et ajustées pour tenir compte de différences de fréquence entre le canal
ou les canaux sans fil sous licence sur lesquels les mesures de RSRP sont reçues et les au moins deux canaux
sans fil hors licence.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, le ou les nœuds de réseau comportant un nœud de
réseau desservant le dispositif d’utilisateur sur une composante porteuse primaire opérant sur un canal sans fil
sous licence, et le nœud de réseau en question desservant le dispositif d’utilisateur sur une composante porteuse
secondaire opérant sur le canal sans fil hors licence sélectionné.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, les canaux sans fil hors licence étant des canaux pour
un réseau local sans fil, WLAN, ou un réseau WiFi™.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, comportant en outre la sélection conjointe, par le système
de commande dans le réseau de communications, du canal sans fil hors licence et d’un nœud de réseau pour
desservir le dispositif d’utilisateur, le canal sans fil hors licence et le nœud de réseau étant sélectionnés conjointement
d’après le niveau de qualité de signal et le paramètre cible de partage temporel.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comportant en outre
pour le ou les nœuds de réseau,
la détermination, par le système de commande dans le réseau de communications, d’un paramètre de partage de
largeur de bande de fréquences associé au nœud de réseau et aux au moins deux canaux sans fil hors licence
disponibles pour le dispositif d’utilisateur et pour le nœud de réseau ; et
le canal sans fil hors licence sélectionné et le nœud de réseau sélectionné étant sélectionnés d’après le niveau de
qualité de signal, le paramètre cible de partage temporel et le paramètre de partage de largeur de bande de fré-
quences.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 10 à 11, le nœud de réseau sélectionné desservant le dispositif
d’utilisateur sur une composante porteuse secondaire opérant sur le canal sans fil hors licence sélectionné, et un
nœud de réseau différent desservant le dispositif d’utilisateur sur une composante porteuse primaire opérant sur
un canal sans fil sous licence.

13. Système de commande comportant :

une interface (506) de communications ;
un processeur (502) ; et
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un ou plusieurs supports non transitoires (504) lisibles par ordinateur sur lesquels sont stockées des instructions
lisibles par ordinateur destinées à émettre et à recevoir des données par l’intermédiaire de l’interface de com-
munications, les instructions, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par le processeur, amenant le moyen de commande
à mettre en œuvre des étapes d’un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 12.
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